ARTISTE SERIES
Artiste Rembrandt
With many high-level features already built in, the Artiste
series is a family with complete continuity of colours
making them an ideal set of tools for operators and
designers.
The Artiste Rembrandt is a full-featured LED Wash FX
fixture offering outstanding output, optimied wash field
and is extremely bright. Providing up to 51,000 lumens, the
Rembrandt is the ideal fixture for any application requiring
superior wash output, bright and powerful beams and a quiet
operation. Integrated with the new SpectraColour system
Rembrandt offers a traditional CMY mixing but adds a variable
RGB colour mix for rich saturated primaries.
Exclusive to the Artiste Series, the Rembrandt includes a full
blackout framing system with 360˚ continuous index and
rotation of shapes.
FEATURES
High efficiency 950W 6,500K white LED engine
Peak field engine for powerful beams and high center intensity
Up to 51,000 total lumen fixture output
6-Position colour wheel, high CRI, UV filter

PHOTOMETRIC DATA
51,000 total lumen fixture output

SpectraColor CMYRGB array and variable linear CTO

CRI 72+ (85 with HCRI filter)

Wash beam animation array with 2 independent wheels

Zoom range 11° - 55° (Fresnel) / PC (optional) 8° - 50°

Dual variable frost

Beam angle 6.1° - 43.1° (Fresnel) / PC (optional) 6.5° - 45°

Full blackout framing system with 360° continuous index and
rotation of shapes

Field angle 51.9° - 64.9° (Fresnel) / PC (optional) 10.8° - 75.7°

11° to 55° zoom range | Large 180mm fresnel lens

EFFECTS

Optional pebble convex (Stipple PC) lens

Motorized zoom
4 Full blackout framing blades

DMX controllable variable fan modes / Low noise operation
360° Framing index - Continuous framing rotation
LIGHT SOURCE

2 Variable frost filters (medium, heavy)

950W 6,500K bright white LED engine
2 Bi-directional animation wheels
30,000 hour average LED life* *Lamp Life may vary depending on several
factors including but not limited to: Environmental Conditions, Power/Voltage, Usage
Patterns (On-Off Cycling), Control and Dimming.

COLOURS

High speed iris
Variable 16-bit dimming curve modes
Focus edge control

SpectraColor CMY + RGB colour mixing array

High speed electronic shutter and strobe

6 Dichroic colours including high CRI filter and UV

Adjustable LED refresh rate frequency

Linear CTO colour correction
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VIDEO & LIGHTING

ARTISTE SERIES
Artiste Rembrandt

GOBOS

SIZE / WEIGHT

2 Gobo wheels

Length: 471mm (18.54 in.)

12 Rotating / Indexing interchangeable glass Gobos

Width: 333mm (13.11 in.)

CONTROL / CONNECTIONS
2 DMX channel modes (35 / 59 channels)
16-bit pan, tilt and dimming control
DMX, RDM, Art-NET, sACN protocol support
6 Button touch control panel
Locking 5pin XLR DMX, RJ45 ethernet and power
Full Color 180° reversible LCD menu display
Hibernation mode (power save)
With wired digital communication network

Vertical height (Fresnel lens): 805mm (31.69 in.)
Vertical height (optional PC lens): 793mm (31.22 in.)
Weight: 43kg (94.7 lbs.)
ELECTRICAL / THERMAL
1,300W max power consumption
AC 100-240V - 50/60Hz
14°F to 113°F (-10°C to 45°C)
BTU/hr (+/- 10%) 4433

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
1237000248- PC Lens
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